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I systematically lectured upon the significance of finding a hole to enter the highly 

developed mechanism of brain an intellectual possesses in the first reading material 

you studied already. 

 

Regarding the anecdote rationally introduced, there are some classifications and stages 

in it. This time, I appropriately classified into two stages in it for your intellectual sake 

now and in the future. 

 

As for the first one, it is an anecdote spoken in a common way in the general society. In 

most of the cases substantially experienced in public, many people have chances to 

know it through listening to “an orthodox anecdotal scenario” which is unfortunately 

stereotyped and doesn’t give you anything cerebral for the sake of the improvement and 

development of the mechanism of your brain at all. 
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Now, I hereinafter tell you the following matter as a “cerebral hypothesis.” Many people 

are stereotypically intoxicated with a beautiful story they naturally love, that is to say, 

the anecdote a narrator radiantly narrates. It goes without saying that it is a matter of 

“unconditional self-intoxication” in listening to it radiantly narrated as a free ride. 

There is nothing special in experiencing it. 

 

Here, I furthermore proceed to explain the second one as to the classification of 

anecdote. The second one is something unique and peculiar which dramatically develops 

the extraordinary ability a genuine intellectual you absolutely respect possesses. 

 

The extraordinary ability is not made by the ordinary and orthodox way you simply 

imagine as a preconception of yours. The extraordinary ability most of people can not 

make is developed by the very unique and peculiar way unimaginably. 

 

In order to recognize and understand such original and authentic way, you need to 

precisely know and grasp the mechanism of such person’s brain. In other words, it is 

really necessary to minutely know the way to realize cerebral possession for your sake 

which is authentically unique ordinary people can not realize so easily. 

 

Hilarious anecdota a few cerebral professionals systematically narrate are quite 

stimulative and exciting for the people who ardently wish to be more intellectual. Not to 

mention it, such excitement (or excitability) people experience is surely different 

depending upon individuals who have different intellectual stages. 

 

I’d like you to be critically hovering life and death in your mentality momentarily day or 

night every day. The ultimate in spiritual rigidity can be a spring for you to 

meaningfully find a hole to enter the highly developed mechanism of brain the 

intellectuals possess. 

 

Nobody nonsensically eviscerates you in your substantial process to be more intellectual. 

It is a privilege of yours supernaturally given to realize the extraordinary ability as a 

sapient being standing upon this planet. 


